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T

he new Metcraft HET 1.28 gpf toilet is
the culmination of Metcraft Industries’
commitment to promote water conservation
and advance plumbing technologies through
investments in research and new concepts. These
efforts have produced a flush valve operated toilet
that surpasses the performance of low flush models
and uses only 1.28 gallons of water per flush.
Its powerful flush emulsifies waste and cleanly
evacuates the bowl into the sewer piping with
remarkable efficiency. Its patented designs provide
the high performance today’s “green” initiatives
require without adding radical or expensive
external components to the plumbing system.
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SHOWERS AND SHOWER HEADS

M

etcraft offers our new 1.2 gpm shower
head in a large variety of stainless
steel shower panels and shower cabinets.
Institutional applications for showers consume
vast amounts of potable water 2.5 gpm is
typical. The Metcraft PSH shower heads have
a vandal resistant adjustable spray pattern that
delivers a spray pattern at the 1.2 gpms. The
PSH shower heads were also designed with a
conical shape to inhibit their use as a tie hold for
suicidal hanging attempts.

BARIATRIC
TOILET FIXTURES

• WHITE
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etcraft’s bariatric 1.28 gpf toilet
is the strongest fixture on
the market. It looks like a standard
commercial porcelain toilet, but it is
actually powder coated color! The finish
is so smooth, you wouldn’t know that it
is constructed of 14 gauge stainless steel.
This toilet features Metcraft’s new HET
technology to give our customers the
added advantage of water conservation.
Metcraft’s crevice-free design allows
for ease of cleaning over traditional
commercial porcelain toilets. It looks great,
it’s durable, it conserves water and it’s easy
to clean!
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